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Symposium on New Media & Learning Technologies in Asia
16-18 November 1998, Carlton Hotel, Singapore

Day One - Most Insightful and Productive Sessions:

Understanding & Application of New Media - 21
Convergence of Internet & Telephony - 01
Understanding Digital TV - 11
A New Deal for Digital Radio - 10
Advanced Technologies in Satellite Communication - 06
Opportunities in Audio & Video Conferencing - 06

Day One-Suggested topics for future Seminars/Symposiums:

1. Advertising fits into the world of New Media
2. How New Media affects values systems
3. Configuring Technologies
4. Using New Media Technologies in Tertiary Education
5. Research on Effectiveness of New Learning Tools
6. Relationship of Politics-Communication-Education.
7. Communication Patterns in Asian Organizations
8. The Future of News in South-East Asia
9. Uses and Projected Uses of New Media for Learning
11. New Media & Learning Technologies in the Classrooms
12. Up-dates on DTV and satellite Broadcasting
13. Multi-media as a systems of representation.
14. Comparative advantages of different technologies and the niche application for each technology.
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Day Two - Most Insightful and Productive Sessions:

Using Multimedia Technologies to Create New & Better Learning Environment - 07

Developing Curricula Resources Through New Technologies using Computer Networks, The Internet & E-mail as Productive Tools for Education - 11

Day Two-Suggested topics for future Seminars/Symposiums:


2. New Media in Educational Industry.

3. New Media Convergence - Old Media.

4. Technologies applications & implementations.

5. Assessment System under multi-media environment.

6. Implication of New Technologies on the design of educational materials.

7. A case study of how one teacher / lecturer transformed traditional classrooms teaching to teaching on the web.
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Day Three - Most Insightful and Productive Sessions:

Learner Support Systems - 09
New Technologies: Legal Issues - 10
Learning Technologies: Transmitting Information or Transforming Education - 04

Day Two - Suggested topics for future Seminars/Symposiums:

1. Evaluation of new technologies in education initiatives.

2. Convergence of educational application of technology between the information rich & the information poor.

3. The pedagogy to transform education using new technologies.